INFORMATION ON THE PROCESSING OF THE PERSONAL DATA
according to art. 13 of the guidelines UE 2016/679

Controller of the data. The Controller of the data is BONESI PNEUMATIK S.r.l. with headquarter in Via Robino
117- 20025 Legnano (MI), Tel.0331-448000-e-mail raffaella.candiani@bonesipneumatik.it
Categories of people involved and personal data processed. The personal data that the Controller can
process are relevant to the following subjects:
(i) customers and potential customers physical people;
(ii) physical people who acts on name and/or on account of the customers and business potential customers
(among which, for example, pro tempore legal representative, attorneys, referents, etc. );
(following, all the "interested").
The processing can have as object, according the interested, the following personal data: registry data,
contract data, bank coordinates and necessary data for the execution of the contract relation (example Name,
Surname, business name, C.f./P.IVA, e-mail, telephone/fax/mobile Nr., bank identification like IBAN etc.)
(following the "Personal Data").
Purpose and legal basis of the processing. The Controller will deal the Personal Data for the purpose and the
legal basis detailed on the following table
Purpose of the processing
To give execution to the contract relations or precontact aspects (including possible
communications between the parties);
To send communications about relevant products
or services similar to those suppled in execution of
the contract;
To absolve law obligations (like fiscal and tax
arrangements; obligations relevant administrative
bookkeeping activities);
To practise or to defend a right connected to the
contractual relation extra-judicial or judicial.

Legal basis of the processing
Execution of a contract or pre-contractual relations
(art. 6, point c GDPR)
Proper interest of the Controller (art . 6, point f
GDPR)
To absolve a legal obligation (art .6, point c GDPR)
To practise a right of the Controller / proper
interest of the Controller (art. 6 point f GDPR)

Reasons for the transmission of the data. The communication of the personal data is necessary to the
purposes above mentioned, therefore the missing communication, even partial, of said data does not allow
the processing of the activity requested, the set up of the contractual relation and the executions of the
obligations related to the operating , economical and administrative execution of the Services.
Timing for the record of the personal Data. The personal data will be kept for the period strictly necessary to
the purpose for which they have been collected. In case of law obligations they will be kept for the period
determined by the law. The data processed, in order to protect the Controller, will be kept for a period equal
to the expiration of the important actions, increased of 6 months in order to guarantee the right of defence of
the Controller.

Addressers of the personal data. To the purposes above mentioned and respecting the principles of
necessity, of relevance, without exeeding, the personal data can be available to people authorized by the
Controller. Furthermore, the Controller can allow:
- external people to absolve law obligations
- National Administration, private and public offices, also in consequence of inspections or checks
- external people who act in the company process used by the Controller for the execution of handing phases
(fiscal obligations, administrative, financial, insurance legal)
- Banks for the handling of collections and payments
The data involved will not be communicated to third parties.
The updated list of the possible External Responsables is available contacting the Controller.
Regulations for the Processing. The Personal Data are handled either by computers/automated electronic
systems or manually with paper support. All the systems used for the handling can guarantee the security and
the reservation of the Personal Data and will be handled exclusivity by people specifically authorized and
properly instructed.
Transfer of the data forward Third Countries. Normally the personal data are not forwarded to Third
Countries.
In case to comply the purposes above mentioned this will be necessary, the transfer of the personal data will
be respecting the running laws and with usefull guaranties.
Right s of the interested people. The interested people have the right, in presence of the relevant rights, to
execute its right as per art. 13 and following of the GDPR. In particular the interested can ask:
- to see theyr personal data (and/or to of have copy of such personal data) and further information on
possible running processing on them
- the modification or the updating of their personal Data
- the cancellation of their own personal data from the data base
- the limitation of the processing of their personal data
- the transfer of the data in specific format, of common use and readable by automatic device and get copy of
their own personal data or to ask its transmission to other Controller
The interested people has the right: to refuse the processing of their personal data, to cancel in any moment
their agreement to the processing, if requested ; to complain with the relevant authorities, according art. 77
of the GDPR.
Contact data of the Controller. The Controller can be contacted:
- by Mail : raffaella.candiani@bonesipneumatik.it
-standard mail: Via A. Robino 117- 20025 Legnano (MI)
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